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Spotlight on FUNDACCO
“Promote development through active
participation in projects of education, culture and social aspects that
improve living standards in the poorest people”
- FUNDACCO Mission Statement

FUNDACCO was founded by Fr. Denis Hébert in 2007, and is
comprised of passionate organizers and dedicated life changers who
directly partner with the Roots of Change community. FUNDACCO
instills hope and purpose into the poorest areas of Nicaragua and
works to diminish barriers of social and economic poverty. Although
deeply mourning the loss of Fr. Hébert, FUNDACCO has
continued to persevere and inspire the community through the mission and legacy he left behind. FUNDACCO is an organization of
Nicaraguans empowering Nicaraguans.
Since 2007, FUNDACCO’s partnership with Roots of Change has
been a catalyst for transformation in Nicaraguan communities. This
month’s newsletter is titled the Impact Report because the Board
would like to take this opportunity to recognize the life changing
impact of your support and to inspire in you a kindred joy in
FUNDACCO’s mission. By connecting your generosity to the stories
of individuals, families and communities, we hope you will be
encouraged by their successes and anticipate their future
victories.
FUNDACCO’s success is a beautiful tribute to Fr. Denis Hébert’s
vision, demonstrating unwavering dedication to putting the financial
support of Roots of Change into action in Nicaraguan communities.

Inside this Issue:
• Spotlight on FUNDACCO
• Areas of Impact
• Fr. Denis Hébert Award

www.rootsofchange.ca

• Aug/Sept/Oct Updates
• Save the Date
• Wake-A-Thon Fundraiser

Source de développement
La circulaire

IMPACT REPORT
2016
Areas of Impact
Whether a regular supporter or dedicated
volunteer, your generosity enables Roots of Change, in
co-operation with FUNDACCO, to continue
empowering success one community at a time.
You are a catalyst of change, growth and hope within
the beautiful country of Nicaragua, and here are some
examples of how your dollars have impacted these
communities in significant ways.
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Reminder!

The deadline to apply for the Fr. Denis
Hébert Volunteer Award is December 31,
2016. Please refer to our website for
information about the award:
http://www.rootsofchange.ca/

P.O. Box 92 St. Albert, Alberta, Canada T8N 1N2

P: 780-405-8084
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Creating Leaders in the
Community

IRVIN ANTONIO SEQUIERA ZAMORA
Civil Engineering Degree

By supporting the scholarship program, you create opportunities for intelligent and motivated young people to
receive further education and continue pursuing dreams that have a community-changing impact. Below are only
three of a number of success stories that demonstrate how truly powerful it is to believe in someone’s future and to
encourage their hopes.

Confronted with the devastating loss of a father when he was still young, Irvin Antonio Sequiera Zamora remembers the
sadness that he, his mother and his sister experienced early on. Although their sorrow was heavy, his mother’s strength is
what he recalls the most, thanking God for a mother who always fought for, supported, and instilled good values in her
children, while embracing the role of both parents. Irvin attended public primary and secondary school, and, after
observing the difficulties his mother regularly faced, hoped to one day financially support her by achieving a professional
degree.

VANIA ERLINDA VARELA LOPEZ
Degree in Pharmacy
Vania grew up in a humble, rural community, surrounded by family. Her father, a farmer,
and her mother, a housewife, both provided for their nine children. Vania attended both
primary and secondary school in Reparto Los Cedros, Villa El Carmen. At 18 years old she
discovered a desire to help others and chose to study as a Nursing Assistant at the Fernando
Velez Paiz Hospital. Around this time, she also met and married her husband, Elvin A.
Araica Flores, a construction worker who has been a consistent support in Vania’s journey.

After finishing his secondary education in 2010, Irvin met Father Denis and learned about a program available for young
people who have dreams to excel. The salary his mother was earning did not make it possible to pursue further education
but, through the scholarship program, Irvin chose to pursue a career in Civil Engineering, hoping one day to build his
mother a home and respond to her years of sacrifice and love.

On January 12, 2009, Vania was given the opportunity to work at the Rafael Archangel
Clinic after becoming acquainted with FUNDACCO and Luis Enrique Mora. Her experience in the areas of reception and
pharmacy after the clinic’s 2009 opening created an interest in pursuing a career in pharmaceuticals. Once Fr. Denis Hébert
realized Vania’s passion, he met with the Board, ensuring that Vania was able to start her studies with a scholarship and
unwavering support. Fr. Denis encouraged Vania academically and spiritually, reminding her she was deeply loved by the
Lord and capable of achieving her dreams. Throughout her time at the University of the West in the School of Chemistry
and Pharmacy, Vania faced many obstacles, including illness, financial problems and lack of time; however, she overcame
these challenges and viewed them as motivation, increasing her resolve to invest in her community.

He studied from January 2011 to June 2016 and now enjoys the career he chose. He is grateful for the people, especially
the donors and Fr. Denis, who have supported him to become a man who serves others.
In Irvin’s own words:
“I want to express the support I received from you has been
a great blessing. I am currently working on my career, I run a
construction project office in a state institution, I am the
second in command, I am happy and grateful that the
conditions my family are better. My life changed, I am now a
person who sees life with a clear purpose and with great desire
to express my gratitude [to you] for helping a boy who before
had nothing, and now has it all, love, his family, profession, love
of neighbor and especially love [for] my Father God. Without
him [I] really could not have done all that I have today.”
– Irvin Sequiera Zamora

Vania and Elvin were blessed with baby David Isiah Aracia Varela during her third year of studies and today she thanks
God for her family, the achievement of her career on October 8th, 2016, and for Fr. Denis, who supported and believed in
her aspirations. Vania is now recognized as a professional in the field of medicine and continues to serve people in need at
the Clinica Rafael Archangel.

GLENDYS BANESSA RUIZ ARCE
Social Work Degree

Born and raised in the municipality of Cinco Pinos, Chinandega, Glendys grew up in a lowincome family, but always had a deep desire to expand her opportunities in life. Her mother,
a retired elementary school teacher, and her father, an unemployed Technical Agronomist,
scarcely made enough to keep Glendys and her sister Ana in school. Glendys worked hard
to achieve first place and academic excellence, even through economic challenges and health
limitations. Eventually, due to financial restrictions, Glendys’ parents had to remove her from
her studies until her sister graduated, but Glendys and her parents were faithful in trusting
and believing that God was with them and things would improve.
In 2011, through FUNDACCO and San Caralampio Parish Youth Club, their waiting and hoping became a reality. They
learned they had received grants from Canadian sponsors, specifically the parents of two Canadian students who had
stayed in their home. That scholarship changed everything for the Arce family and opened up opportunities they had never
dreamed were possible. Glendys was able to continue her studies, graduating with honours and first place in all the Faculties of Humanities. Upon graduating she found work and was able to have experiences in an NGO as well as two state
institutions. Now proudly financially independent, hopeful about the future and continuing to pursue education in Social
Management through a doctorate, Glendys supports her mother, her sister and her nephew.

Recent Scholarship Recipients AND
THEIR AREAS OF STUDY:
1. Freddy Ramón López Herrera - Mathematics
2. Jairo Rafael García - English
3. Walmer Yassael Sánchez - Social Work
4. Kenya Massiel Ruiz Rivera - Social Science
5. Jairo Leonardo Palma Escoto - Medicine
6. María Adilia Aguilera Zepeda - Social Sciences
7. Alex Oniel Láinez Martínez - Civil Engineering

She is grateful to those who believe in the importance of young people like herself, who have been empowered to overcome poverty and directly influence the communities they live in. Glendys strongly believes that poverty is reduced in
developing countries, like her own, with accessible education.
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Maintaining Health in the Community

2
Empowering
Self-Sufficiency in the
Community

Health and patient care in the community continues to grow thanks to the generosity of donors who directly
fund accessibility to these life-changing procedures and check-ups. The dental clinic is a recent advancement in community health care, made possible by your prayers and generous donations.
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Clinica Rafael Archangel Dental Clinic
After a successful fundraising effort and months of preparation, Dr. Dennis Bedard, his wife Bev, and their team
consisting of Dr. Jim Thomas and his assistant Ann Thomas RN (see banner photo), eagerly anticipated serving the dental
needs of patients of the Edgard Lang community in a dental clinic established in honour of Fr. Denis. The Bedards returned to Managua on October 4, 2016 to initiate this new project.
Amidst ordering equipment and supplies they quickly discovered a difficult transition from their vision to reality. Patience
was regularly stretched through equipment delays and unexpected costs, including an A/C unit to reduce the 45-degree
temperatures in the clinic. Shortly following the installation of the unit, during a huge rainstorm, the neighbour informed
them that the machine was pouring water into her home and it had to be shut down. Despite the setbacks and challenges,
Bev and Dr. Bedard remained confident that the clinic would materialize, and on Monday, October 10th they opened the
doors to their first patients.
Fr. Denis initiated the Clinica Rafael Archangel, pharmacy and lab in
the Edgard Lang community. The dental clinic is located on the second floor
of the same building, allowing easier and more affordable access to dental
care for the families. FUNDACCO registers, charts and collects patient
information, ensuring the dentists have access to client history and needs.
Unlike in the villages, patients are charged a nominal fee, amounting to ¼ of
the cost of standard dental fees in the area. These fees are meant to minimize
the development of an entitlement mentality and to reduce any abuse of the
services offered. FUNDACCO was consulted on the cost and assured Dr.
Bedard that even though the patients are from the poorer working class, they
can still afford the reduced fees. A proviso was included that anyone unable
to afford the services would still be seen and served by the dentists and that
the students in the youth group would have dental services provided free of
charge.

The goal of FUNDACCO’s mission is to
create self-sustaining communities. Families are
given the tools and support they need to
succeed and are encouraged to create and enrich the community in which they live.

Family Gardens

Agricultural Collectives

In San Benito, Francis Padillla and Yolanda Cerda were
the first of families to receive seeds for the family
gardens. They have already produced cucumbers and
beets, and have other crops still in the growing stages.
Foreseeing continuity and sustainability in the garden
projects, a talk on “Artisanal Extraction of Seeds” was
established to provide beneficiaries with knowledge of
seed selection to improve the quality of the products
they grow.

The family of Macario Parrales remains established in
agricultural work on the shores of Lake Managua, adjacent to
the San Benito community. Consuelo Parrales, alongside other
family members, directs the agricultural work and achieved a
satisfactory crop production in the most recent cycle. Don
Macario Parrales operates a pig farm which successfully sells
pigs in the local market. The Parrales family are pleased that
their hard work has improved production results, and thank God
for the blessing of a successful agricultural season.
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The majority of patients came in with standard treatment needs, such as cleanings, fillings and extractions. He and Dr.
Thomas found excellent support in Rosa, their interpreter’s niece, and Criszen, who were hired and trained as a sterilizer
and a dental assistant. One patient in particular stood out to Dr. Bedard during their last trip: a 3 ½ year old girl who was
visibly anxious and tearful. Her exam revealed an abscess located in a severely broken-down tooth which required removal.
While still obviously upset, the patient sat through the topical freezing and the anesthetic and Dr. Bedard successfully
extracted the rotted tooth. It was only as she happily picked out her reward and left the clinic, that he learned that her fear
of the dentist originated. During the last procedure she had undergone, the local dentist had removed her tooth without
any anesthesia, resulting in a painful experience and understandable mistrust. Dr. Bedard confidently anticipates that her
future visits to the clinic will only continue to encourage her to return and overcome negative associations.
Between October 10 and October 21, 2016, 108 patients were treated by the dental team, who performed a total of 271
procedures. Dr. Bedard and Bev are already eagerly anticipating their return to the people of Edgard Lang on January 12th,
2017 as they look forward to the future of the clinic and exploring ways to connect their practices to the wider community.
One example of their future endeavours includes building relationships with the Autonomous University of Nicaragua’s
Dental program and offering dental work experience to students.
After two weeks of hard work, they truly felt that relationships between FUNDACCO and Dentistry for All had been
strengthened, people in the community had been cared for, and the goal of actively improving health and health
awareness was successful. Their passion and investment remains a beautiful source of hope, health and support in Edgard
Lang.
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Another agricultural collective, the Pineda family, remains active
in growing traditional crops such as pipián, squash and corn.
These growing efforts have historically been in small fields; however, they expect to expand their production for the last cycle of
winter.

Encouraging Innovation in the Community

Beyond supporting current projects, FUNDACCO is also dedicated to
creating innovative opportunities within communities. In the region of San Benito, a number of
experimental projects to improve the quality of living in the community have been initiated and
made possible by donor investments.
Nueva Vida Neighborhood Organization
In response to the support they received, the people of
Barrio “Nueva Vida” organized 15 women and 2 men
to facilitate employment opportunities for women living
in the community. The formation of a bakery is currently in the planning stage. The project has faced some
challenges in community coordination. In response,
FUNDACCO has become more intentional in
inviting the community to future project meetings and
aims to continue promoting respect, tolerance and
working together for the common welfare of all. The
number of project participants has also increased,
making coordinated action and satisfactory decision
making challenging. Updates on this project will be
continued in future newsletters as decisions progress.

Environmental Projects
Engineer Ana Patricia Bellorín conducted two technical
follow-up visits to participants of an environmental project in
San Benito. She gave recommendations to prevent the spread
of pests, mainly in citrus trees. Following the recommendations, plants affected by various pests have improved. Different
methods in plant care practised by different families have caused
some irregular test results; however, most trees have undergone
positive growth.
In September, another environmental pilot project titled “Rescue
Gray Water” was initiated in San Benito. This project focuses on
irrigating trees and gardens planted in backyards. A system has
been installed in the home of Mrs. Damaris
Espinoza, and FUNDACCO will follow up with her to monitor
the effectiveness of the project and test the system’s potential
for other properties in the community.
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August/September/October Updates:
Youth Group Organization in San Benito:
• Due to a low attendance of young people at the September 30th youth
meeting (50%), the youth organization is becoming more proactive in
community outreach and engagement. They want to encourage young
people to come out and get connected through activities and sporting
events in the area.
• Some of the young people accompanied the FUNDACCO team on
October 7th and October 24th to make house to house visits and
promote interest and participation in future activities.
Joseph Denis Hébert Community Library:
• From July- September 2016, the library has served 282 children and
young people.
• Achievements of 2016:
o In July, the gates, eaves, railings and walls were painted to create a more
aesthetically pleasing learning environment.
o Tables, chairs and shelves were repaired and broken glass was restored.
Some tables and benches were also sanded down and painted.
o The library was able to purchase more books, adding high demand
books issued by the Ministry of Education.
o They also acquired books in Language Arts, English, Mathematics,
Social Studies, Sciences (Biology, Physics, Chemistry), Algebra,
Nicaraguan & Folk Music, and Maps for Grades 1 through 6.
Clinica Rafael Arcangel:
• Consultations totaled 144 in September: 84 in General Medicine, 56 in
Pediatrics and 4 in Gynecology.
• Procedures totaled 35 in September: 1 EKG, 2 PAP and 32 various
treatments.
• This is a decline from 197 consultations and 48 procedures in August,
likely due to the combination of national holidays and the installation of
new security measures because of a recent daytime robbery.
• There is a continued prevalence of respiratory diseases in children;
however, pneumonia has decreased compared to past months.
• In August there was an emphasis on complementing health care with
education, and a focus on sanitary measures at home, in hopes of
preventing disease in treated patients.

SAVE THE DATE:
The next annual Roots of Change
Fundraiser is scheduled for
Saturday, June 10, 2017.
We look forward to seeing you there!

Wake-a-thon
The Rotary Interact Club at St. Albert
Catholic High School are hosting a school
Wake-a-thon fundraiser in support of
Roots of Change and ongoing projects in
Nicaragua.
Please refer to our website for more
information and updates on how you can
support this initiative!

Craft and ArTEfact Sale
Nicaraguan crafts and artefacts will be
available for purchase at the St. Albert
Parish CWL bake sale on Dec. 5th
after the 5 pm mass and the CWL
bake sale and the Knights of
Columbus pancake breakfast on Dec.
6th following the 9 am and 11 am
masses. The purchases from the craft
sales go towards supporting
FUNDACCO projects.

The Roots of Change Foundation and
the FUNDACCO team in Nicaraugua
thank you all for your continued generous support and
want to wish you a very Merry Christmas
and a blessed New Year!
The goal for our 2016 Fundraising Campaign is $ 280,000.
Tax reciepts are issued for donations of $20 or more.
www.rootsofchange.ca

P.O. Box 92 St. Albert, Alberta, Canada T8N 1N2
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